This paper studies the rotation map with a controlling segment. As a parameter varies, the map exhibits superstable periodic orbits, chaos and rich bifurcation phenomena. The map is applicable to an A/D converter having efficient resolution characteristics. The converter can be realized as a circuit model based on a spiking neuron and the rate-coding. Presenting a test circuit, basic operation is confirmed experimentally.
Introduction
1D maps can exhibit various complex periodic/non-periodic phenomena. Adding a flat-segment to the 1D maps, the complex behavior can be changed into SSPOs [1] - [7] . The SSPO has interesting properties: it is superstable for initial state, it can be very sensitive for parameter(s), and transient to the steady state is very fast. Such phenomena appear in several practical/mathematical systems: chaos control systems [2] , [3] , a model of the Belousov-Zhabontinsky reaction system [4] , piecewise constant spiking oscillators [5] , a model of dc/dc converters [6] and coupled neuron models [7] . Analysis of such 1D maps is important from both basic and practical viewpoints. Let us consider the 1D map described by
where n denotes discrete time, x n ∈ I 1 ≡ [0, 1] is a state variable, and W ≡ [x c − , x c + ] is a window with center x c and width 2 . On the window W, the map has segment through (x c , h) with slope s. The map and segment
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a) E-mail: matsuoka@nonlinear.k.hosei.ac.jp DOI: 10.1093/ietfec/e91-a.7.1725 are referred to as Wmap and controlling segment, respectively. Figure 1 shows typical examples. If the controlling segment does not present ( = 0), the Wmap correspond to chaotic maps in Fig. 1(a) , the rotation map of the circle Fig. 1 (b) and so on [8] . The map can exhibit chaotic or quasi-periodic orbit. Adding the controlling segment with s = 0, the orbits are changed into SSPOs. Figures 1(a ) and (b ) suggest effects of small perturbation of s: stability of the chaos-based Wmap may be destroyed [6] whereas the rotation-based Wmap can remain stability. This paper studies dynamics of the rotation-based Wmap (RWmap) and its application. First, we investigate dynamics of the RWmap and SSPOs. When s = 0, the RWmap exhibits a variety of SSPOs. When s 0, the SSPO can be changed into stable periodic orbit (SPO) and chaotic orbits. If = 0 the RWmap is equivalent to the rotation map [8] hence the orbit stability is governed completely by the slope s. Second, we propose an application to ADCs that use the SPO as an encoding source. The ADC can have higher resolution and stronger robustness than basic ADCs [9] - [11] . Third, we present an implementation method of the ADC based on a spiking neuron model [12] . An analog dc input is converted into digital output through spikephase and approximation is based on the rate-encoding. As discussed in [12] - [14] , advantages of spike-based ADC include robustness for initial value and low power consumption.
For novelty and motivation of this paper, we emphasize the following. Reference [1] firstly discusses SSPOs in rotation map with flat-segment (s = 0) and this paper firstly discusses bifurcation for s 0. Reference [12] firstly presents a spike-based ADC of binary encoding and this paper firstly presents a spike-based ADC of rate-encoding. This paper triggers to develop SSPO-based bifurcation theory, to design spike-based encoders and to understand spike-based information processing where the temporal and rate encodings play a key role [15] . Preliminary results along these lines can be found in [16] and [17] . Figure 2 shows the RWmap with s = 0:
Rotation Map with a Flat Segment
where u is a control parameter and
. u corresponds to the rotation number of the rotation map. The RWmap has four parameters u, , x c and h. For simplicity, we assume the following condition:
Note that x n ∈ I 1 is satisfied for all n if initial value x 0 ∈ I 1 . If the controlling segment does not exist ( = 0), Eq. (2) is equivalent to the rotation map (see Fig. 1(b) ) that exhibits quasi-periodic orbit (torus) with zero-Lyapunov exponent for irrational u. The map exhibits periodic orbit for rational u, however, this case is measure zero [8] . In order to consider behavior of the RWmap, we give some definitions. Definition: A point x p ∈ I 1 is said to be a periodic point with period
. The periodic point with period k is said to be unstable, stable and superstable for initial state if
If F(I 1 ) ⊆ I 1 and there exists some positive integer l such that |DF l (x 0 )| ≥ 1 for almost all x 0 ∈ I 1 , then the map F is said to generate chaos [8] .
Remark: Practical systems can not have SSPO because s = 0 is impossible. However, the systems can exhibit SPO whose shape is similar to the SSPO and we refer to such SPO as pseudo-SSPO. In the RWmap, a SPO is said to be pseudo-SSPO if the SPO has the almost same shape as the SSPO and s is sufficiently small. In numerical simulation, we have confirmed that there exist a variety of SSPOs which start from W and return to W within a finite time. In order to characterize phenomena, we define the firing ratio:
where N is a sufficiently large integer and T h ≡ 1 − u. ω represents a ratio of output 1 of Q(x n ) for 0 ≤ n ≤ N. Characteristics of ω for u is shown in Fig. 3 (d) seems to be an incomplete devil's stair case. It should be noted that ω with = 0 converges to u as n goes to infinity. As decreases, the SSPOs become richer as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. For smaller (Narrower W), the orbits tend to be hard to hit the controlling segment, the higher period SSPOs can exist and the bifurcation can be more complex.
Rotation Map with a Controlling Segment
In practical systems, the state and parameter are perturbed by noise and parameter mismatch: the flat-segment perturb and a zero slope is destroyed. In order to consider the perturbation † , investigation of the RWmap with s 0 is basic: where W ≡ [x c − , x c + ] and |s| ≤ 1 . As preparation, we note basic properties for the case = 0 discussed in [8] . If = 0, the controlling segment does not exist and the RWmap is equivalent to the rotation of the unit circle. The RWmap has ergodic orbit that covers I 1 for irrational u hence any orbit started from W must return to W. We also note that rational u gives periodic orbit but the case is measure zero and is omitted. The slope of the RWmap is 1 and the Lyapunov exponent of the orbit is 0. In the case of 0, the slope is s on W and is 1 otherwise: the slope s governs stability of the RWmap completely. Figures 6(a) to (d) show pseudo-SSPOs, bifurcation diagram for u and ω characteristics for s = 0.1. They are similar to Figs. 3(a) to (d) of s = 0 and all the orbits are confirmed to be periodic. These facts suggest that pseudo-SSPO is stable (robust) for the parameter s and is observable in practical system (confirmed in Sect. 6).
We then consider the case where s varies widely. the RWmap causes a variety of periodic and chaotic phenomena. Figure 7 shows typical RWmaps. Figure 8 shows a bifurcation diagram for s: The RWmap exhibits SSPO for s = 0 (Fig. 3(a) ) and pseudo-SSPO for small |s| (Fig. 6(a) ). As |s| increases, the SPOs are changed into complex orbits. As mentioned before, an orbit started from W must return to W for > 0 and s governs stability (the orbit is expanding for |s| > 1 and is contracting for |s| < 1). The basic 
Application to ADCs
In this section, we consider an application of the RWmap to ADCs. The dynamics of ADC is given by Eq. (4) with s = 0, x c = and h = u + :
where < u < 1 − . In the ADC, the parameter u is an analog dc input and a SSPO (pseudo-SSPO) corresponds to a digital output. We set the initial value x 0 ∈ W and have x 1 = u + . We assume that an orbit returns to the window at n = m. In this case, the RWmap exhibits SSPO with period m as shown in Figs. 9(a) and (b). Let {x 1 , · · · , x m } denote the SSPO which is encoded as digital output sequence {y 1 , · · · , y m } through Eq. (6) . An approximationũ of the input is given by integrating the output:
We refer to this ADC as RWmap-based ADC hereafter. In Fig. 9(a) , for example, digital output sequence {y n } is {0, 0, 1, 0} andũ = 0.25 is calculated for u = 0.26. Theorem: When is given, there is an positive integer l which satisfies l < 1 ≤ l + 1. Let an dc input u satisfy
The RWmap-based ADC exhibits the SSPO with period m which is at most l. Using the SSPO, the input u is converted into a digital output sequence with length m. In this case,ũ is given by fractions whose denominator is l or less. This ADC can realize transformation from u ∈ [ 1 l , 1 − 1 l ) onto all the elements of FS (l). Note that the parameter gives maximum length of digital output sequence. This theorem can be proven by using theoretical results developed in [18] where the ADC does not use SSPOs but a finite-length orbit. In practical systems, s = 0 is impossible and SSPO can not exist, however, the system can have pseudo-SSPO that can realize the encoding. If = 0 (W does not exist), the RWmap is equivalent to the rotation map and its dynamics corresponds the SDM that is a basic ADC [9] . When an initial state x 0 and a finite code length l > 0 are given, the SDM converts an analog dc Fig. 10(b) ). The RWmap-based ADC is much better resolution than the SDM because theũ is given by a fraction with variable denominator l or less. Also, the rotation map has quasi-periodic orbits with zero Lyapunov exponent. That is, RWmap-based ADC has stronger robustness than the SDM.
Implementation of ADC
Here we present an implementation method of the RWmapbased ADC based on a spiking neuron model. Figure 11 shows dynamics of the spiking neuron where x is the state variable and τ is the dimensionless time. When an initial value x(0) < 0 is given, x(τ) rises to normalized threshold level x = 0. If x reaches 0, x is reset to a base signal b(τ) and the neuron outputs a spike y. Assuming that the reset is instantaneous without delay [12] , the dynamics is described by
Repeating this integrate-and-fire dynamics, the neuron outputs a spike-train y(τ). First, we present a spiking system for the SDM. In this case, the base is given by the following periodic signal with period 1:
where u corresponds to the analog input and τ d ≡ 1 − u corresponds to the quantization threshold. Let τ 1 be the first spike-position and let τ n be the n-th spike-position as shown in Fig. 11 . Since τ n determines τ n+1 , we can define a spikeposition map G from J n = [n − 1, n) to J n+1 :
Figure 12(a) shows typical map. In the base signal (9), the map satisfies G(J n ) = J n+1 : m-th spike must appear in J m for τ 1 ∈ J 1 and the number of spikes is l for 0 < τ < l. It is suited to design the basic ADC with common number of spikes. Since b(τ) is period 1, we can introduce spike-phase Fig. 11 Dynamics of the spiking neuron. 
Shape of the map is shown in Fig. 12(b) . Dynamics of Eq. (11) is equivalent to that of the SDM. Using the quantizer of the spike-phase, we obtain an digital output:
That is, the basic ADC can be realized by using the spiking neuron model. The digital output y n is given for 0 < τ < l.
We also note that the output y n = 1 (respectively, y n = 0) corresponds to spike-interval which is shorter (respectively, longer) than 1. This SDM is based on the rate-encoding since the approximation is given by ratio of shorter spikeintervals (output 1).
Next, we present a spiking neuron for the RWmapbased ADC. In this case, the base is given by adding a periodic signal b 2 (τ) to the base in Eq. (9):
For simplicity, we assume
Typical dynamics are shown in Fig. 13 where we can confirm that τ m ∈ J m is satisfied for all m and only one spike exists in each dotted box. The phase map F 4 is described by
where W ≡ [0, 2 ]. Figures 13(c) and (f) show phase maps with θ 1 ∈ W. The map is equivalent to the RWmap of Eq. (5). The digital output is given by the following:
That is, the RWmap-based ADC can also be realized by using the spiking neuron model. Figure 14 shows the circuit model. The capacitor voltage v increases by integrating a constant current source I 0 . When v reaches the threshold V T , the comparator triggers to the monstable multivibrator MM to outputs a spike Y(t) that closes a switch S 1 and v is reset to a periodic base signal B(t). Note that V T and phase of Y correspond an analog dc input and digital output, respectively. For simplicity, we ignore internal resistors of the current source and assume an instantaneous switching. The circuit dynamics is described by . t and V correspond to the center and width of the window, respectively. Fabricating a simple test circuit, we have confirmed basic circuit operation as shown in Fig. 15 . The circuit is implemented using the comparators (LM339), monstable multi vibrator (4538), analog switches (4066) and AND gate (4081). The current source is realized by an OTA (LM13600). Using the following dimensionless variables and parameters, Eqs. (16) and (17) are transformed into Eqs. (8), (9) and (13) . 
Circuit Model and Experiments
⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ C 0 dv dt = I 0 , Y = −E for v(t) < V T , v(t+) = B(t+), Y(t+) = E if v(t) = V T .
Conclusions
We have studied the dynamics of the RWmap and its application to ADC. When a slope of the controlling segment is zero, the RWmap can have various SSPOs. Varying the slope of the controlling segment, the slope can control the behavior and the RWmap exhibits interesting bifurcation phenomena. We have presented an application of the RWmap to ADC that can realize higher resolution and stronger robustness than the SDMs. Based on spiking neuron model, we have implemented the RWmap-based ADC based on the rate-encoding. Future problems include analysis of dynamics of the spike-based ADCs, design of practical circuits and detailed analysis of SSPO-based bifurcation phenomena as shown in Figs. 5 and 8.
